Dear Colleagues!

Dear Friends!

The new year, 2023, bursts into the Planetary chain of events by FAITH in the Revival of the Creator's Idea of LIFE on planet EARTH, by FAITH in the Victory of Good over evil, of Light over darkness and death.

The whole world is against violence and injustice and exposed the diabolical essence of the struggle for those in power, the dominance of "force" over reason and freedom.

The world is not frozen in confusion. The world of goodwill tirelessly unites the countries of all continents with a single intention to eradicate the aggressive plans of militant powers claiming dominance in the territorial, material, and intellectual world. We believe that the Human Mind, with the New Year 2023, will REVIVE the essence of Life on the Green Planet Earth.

The Intellectual Brain of humanity did not freeze in the depression of bloody events. Progressive scientific areas were also marked by new Nobel Prize winners in 2022, including physiology and medicine. And eureka! It was awarded for developments in the field of evolutionary genetics to the Swedish biologist Svante Paabo "for his discovery of the genomes of extinct hominids and human evolution." Humankind has been evolving throughout history in the struggle between Good and Evil!

What are the results of 2022 on the pages of JIMSA? Scientists and clinicians from 4 countries and four continents presented various current trends in clinical medicine. At the same time, highly qualified experts reviewed 12 manuscripts submitted for publication, selecting those corresponding to the level and requirements of an international professional publication.

We thank all co-authors for their active professional position. We desire to share new results of scientific research and achievements in clinical medical practice for the sake of the health of nations and human society.

We are confident in the prospects for the peaceful development of humanity! We are confident in the victory of Good over Evil.

We are confident in the prospects for further cooperation between the JIMSA publishing house, the world practice of scientific thoughts, and real clinical medicine in the name of the healthy essence of Earthly life.

The editorial board of JIMSA is open to a new, progressive, and convenient form of communication with a professional audience and international integration of knowledge and skills to the medical community for educational and professional development.

That's why our motto is "Superbi progressu aspiramus ad maximum" (The proud aspire to great promise). May the New Year events bring only Peace and harmony to your native countries, homes, souls, and the reasoning, which illuminates confidence in the future for our beautiful multinational green Planet - Earth!

"Every end is a new beginning...."

We hope that your New Year will be filled with Peace, new ideas, and success!
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